
Experience Media Studios monitors, alerts and 
removes pirated content across the endless 
online distribution and promotional channels with 
a proactive approach to combat digital piracy 
everywhere it occurs.  With our piracy protection 
services, we prevent distribution and sales of 
copyrighted creative content, detect and eliminate 
access, protect revenues and catalog forensic 
evidence for legal action.

Our comprehensive platform anticipates, detects, targets, disrupts and 
removes the channels where piracy occurs - P2P networks, cyberlockers, 
streaming sites, auctions, blogs, exchanges, and forums - and short circuits 
related promotional activity on search engines, websites and social media 
channels.

Piracy Protection Services

MONITORING

Experience Media Studios uses the latest technologies and actively updates a 
database spanning the international spectrum of sites to monitor 24/7/365 for 
pirated intellectual property such as articles,  photos,  videos,  eBooks,  music,  
movies,  apps,  scripts,  and plugins. Targeting search engines allows our clients to 
receive the visibility they deserve without competing with piracy sites for traffic to 
their own content.

Warez sites are a big problem for copyright holders. A post with your content is 
created containing links to file sharing sites, providing illegal access to everyone with 
an Internet connection. Simply removing these link is seldom enough as new links 
are available as quickly as one is removed.

REMOVAL

Using keywords created with our wide search parameters, we generate a 
comprehensive report of links to file sharing websites. After confirming actual 
instances of copyright infringement, we act as an authorized representative and 
immediately initiate content removal on your behalf.

REPORTING

We can usually have pirated content removed within a few hours. However, in some 
instances it can take between 24 hours to five working days. Once your content 
has been removed by the copyright violator, you will receive an e-mail with all the 
details about the removal of your copyrighted content. Clients receive a monthly 
report detailing all removed links and content, updates on news and advice 
regarding content protections, and other types of copyright infringement.

VISIT www.experiencemediastudios.com   PHONE +1 877.837.1375   EMAIL marketing@experiencemediastudios.com
LIKE facebook.com/experiencemediastudios   FOLLOW @ExpMediaStudios

You’ve spent substantial time 
and money creating your 
intellectual property, now it’s 
time to protect it with our piracy 
monitoring and removal service.

We constantly monitor a growing 
list of sites including:

file-sharing sites• 
tube sites• 
torrent sites• 
social media • 
cyberlockers• 
blogs• 
auction sites • 
warez sites• 
file-sharing forums• 

file search engines• 

PRICING

Piracy Protection Services are 
affordably priced at $1200 for a 
full year of coverage for each title, 
including two search terms. Each 
additional set of search terms are 
$100 annually and volume options 
are available.


